Dabigatran and Kidney Disease: A Bad Combination
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Summary
Dabigatran is an oral direct thrombin inhibitor widely used to prevent and treat various thromboembolic complications. An advantage of this agent over other anticoagulants is that routine laboratory monitoring and related dose adjustments are considered unnecessary. A major disadvantage is the absence of a reliable means of reversing its anticoagulant effect. After U.S. Food and Drug Administration approval, recently emerged data suggest a higher bleeding risk with dabigatran, especially in the elderly. Clinicians are thus faced with caring for patients with serious bleeding events without readily available tests to measure drug levels or the anticoagulant effects of dabigatran and without effective antidotes to rapidly reverse the anticoagulant effect. On the basis of dabigatran’s pharmacokinetic profile, hemodialysis and continuous renal replacement therapy have been used to remove dabigatran with the hope, still unproven, that this would rapidly reverse the anticoagulant effect and reduce bleeding in patients with normal and those with reduced kidney function. However, the best clinical approach to the patient with serious bleeding is not known, and the risks of placing a hemodialysis catheter in an anticoagulated patient can be substantial. This article reviews this issue, addressing clinical indications, drug pharmacokinetics, clinical and laboratory monitoring tests, and dialytic and nondialytic approaches to reduce bleeding in dabigatran-treated patients.


Anticoagulant therapy plays a central role in the prevention and treatment of venous and arterial thromboembolic diseases in various clinical settings. Several anticoagulants are approved for this indication, with vitamin K antagonists and heparin and its analogues the most widely used (1). However, the clinical approach to anticoagulant therapy has changed recently. For example, warfarin has a narrow therapeutic window and variable dose-response relations, which necessitate frequent laboratory monitoring. Limitations associated with warfarin and heparin use (2) have led to the exploration of newer anticoagulants with improved efficacy, safety, and ease of clinical monitoring.

An ideal anticoagulant would possess the following characteristics: (1) excellent oral bioavailability, (2) a predictable pharmacokinetic profile, (3) limited need for routine laboratory monitoring, (4) rapid anticoagulant reversibility with an antidote, and (5) an acceptable safety profile (3). Dabigatran etexilate is an oral direct thrombin inhibitor that meets many but not all of these characteristics. It has a rapid onset of action, results in a predictable anticoagulation response, and does not require routine laboratory monitoring. There is, however, a widely available test to quantitatively define the state of anticoagulation or an antidote to rapidly reverse the anticoagulant effects of dabigatran. Given the significant renal clearance of dabigatran, patients with CKD or those who develop AKI are at increased bleeding risk due to drug accumulation (4). Because no antidote is available, an increasing number of severe and even fatal bleeding complications are being reported (5), and renal replacement therapy (RRT) is being widely recommended in an effort to improve outcomes in dabigatran-treated patients with uncontrolled bleeding. Despite its problems, dabigatran is approved in many countries; it carries the trade names Pradaxa in Europe and the United States and Pradax in Canada (6).

Here, we review clinical indications, pharmacokinetics, laboratory tests available to monitor anticoagulation, and nondialytic and dialytic management of dabigatran-associated bleeding complications.

Clinical Indications
Warfarin exerts its anticoagulant effect by inhibiting the hepatic conversion of vitamin K to vitamin K epoxide, which is required for the subsequent activation of several clotting factors (Figure 1). In contrast, dabigatran directly inhibits thrombin activity by binding the molecule with high affinity and specificity (7). As illustrated in Figure 1, targeting thrombin inhibits the final enzyme in the common coagulation pathway. Effective and safe anticoagulant agents are critical for the appropriate care of numerous clinical conditions. Dabigatran has been evaluated in numerous trials for different indications and was approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in October 2010. Table 1 summarizes the key studies (8–13). Taken together, these trials suggest that dabigatran therapy at various doses is noninferior to other anticoagulants (warfarin and enoxaparin) for prevention or treatment of various thromboembolic disorders. In addition, with a few exceptions, dabigatran had a similar safety profile with regard to major bleeding events compared with currently approved anticoagulants. The major benefits are...
Pharmacokinetics

Dabigatran etexilate is the inactive prodrug of dabigatran. After oral ingestion, the drug is rapidly absorbed with an absolute bioavailability of approximately 7% and is completely hydrolyzed into its active form by nonspecific esterases in the gut, plasma, and liver (16). Dabigatran etexilate is only transiently detectable in plasma. Peak dabigatran plasma concentrations are dose dependent and are observed 1.5–3 hours after oral dosing. The mean terminal half-life of dabigatran is about 9 hours in healthy volunteers. In older healthy volunteers, the half-life is 12–16 hours, which is more typical of the patient population receiving the drug. Steady-state plasma dabigatran levels in patients with atrial fibrillation receiving 150 mg twice daily are approximately 180 ng/ml at peak (about 2 hours) and about 90 ng/ml at trough (approximately 12 hours). Approximately 35% of dabigatran is bound to plasma proteins independent of plasma concentrations. It is a small, lipophilic molecule (molecular weight, 471) and has a volume of distribution of 60–70 L (about 0.9–1.0 L/kg), indicating a moderate extravascular distribution.

Dabigatran etexilate is not metabolized by cytochrome P450 enzymes or other oxidoreductases and has no drug-drug interactions with cytochrome P450 substrates, inhibitors, or inducers (17). Dabigatran undergoes conjugation with activated glucuronic acid to yield pharmacologically active conjugates. Drug interactions do exist for this agent. The prodrug, but not dabigatran, acts as a substrate for P-glycoprotein (PGP), thereby limiting potential effects to drug absorption. Substantial increases in dabigatran exposure result from interference of other administered drugs with the PGP efflux transporter (reducing dabigatran efflux back into the intestinal lumen). Clinically important medications, such as amiodarone and verapamil, are examples of agents that interfere with PGP function and raise dabigatran plasma concentrations (18). Because approximately 42% of hospitalized patients with atrial fibrillation take drugs that interact with PGP to some extent, there is potential concern for excessive drug exposure for a large number of patients (19).

Approximately 80%–85% of dabigatran is excreted by the kidneys via glomerular filtration (renal clearance, 90 ml/min), with negligible contributions from tubular secretion or absorption (16). A small amount (6%) is excreted via the biliary system. Urine contains primarily unchanged dabigatran and small amounts of dabigatran glucuronides. As a result, reduced kidney function is associated with increased dabigatran plasma concentrations and a prolonged half-life, increasing patient exposure to the anticoagulant effects of the drug.

Monitoring

Although monitoring of the international normalized ratio (INR) is critical for warfarin use, dabigatran produces a consistent pharmacodynamic effect and monitoring is not considered necessary (20). Plasma drug concentrations and coagulation parameter values have been assessed to determine their correlation with clinical efficacy and safety (20). A correlation was observed between dabigatran plasma levels and the degree of anticoagulant effect, as measured by prolongation of activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT), INR, ecarin clotting time (ECT) and thrombin time (TT). A linear relationship was observed between ECT, INR, and TT, whereas a nonlinear increase in aPTT occurred with increasing dabigatran plasma concentrations (16,20). Although a linear relationship between dabigatran’s plasma concentration and many of these assays exists, they are insensitive within a range of clinically relevant plasma concentrations and are not able to accurately estimate dabigatran’s anticoagulant effect.

Figure 1. Effects of vitamin K antagonists (VKA), such as warfarin, low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH), and dabigatran, on the coagulation pathway. VKA indirectly inhibit both the intrinsic and extrinsic pathways. LMWH indirectly inhibit factor Xa and thrombin via inhibition of antithrombin (AT). Dabigatran directly inhibits factor IIa (thrombin). UFH, unfractionated heparin.
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TT measures the direct activity of thrombin and is thus most sensitive to the presence of dabigatran’s anticoagulant effect; however, it is not useful for quantitative monitoring of the drug’s anticoagulant effect (20). Bleeding risk can be assessed by ECT, which is a better marker of the anticoagulant effect of dabigatran than TT and aPTT are. This test is not widely available in clinical laboratories, so most hospitals use TT and aPTT to interpret the extent of anticoagulation (20,21). A more specific method to precisely measure dabigatran concentrations, the HEMOCLOT thrombin inhibitor assay (Aniara, Mason, OH) (22), is not widely available.

In summary, dabigatran monitoring represents a challenge in clinical practice because of the poor correlation of available coagulation measures with dabigatran plasma levels and the limited availability and standardization of more specific tests to better assess its anticoagulant effect.

### Nondialytic Therapy and Reversal of Coagulopathy

As with all anticoagulant therapies, certain clinical situations will arise in which urgent reversal of coagulopathy is needed. However, unlike most other anticoagulant or antiplatelet therapies, no specific antidote or reversal agent is available for dabigatran. Because of its relatively short half-life in patients with normal kidney function, immediate discontinuation of drug coupled with supportive care and localization of bleeding may be sufficient in cases of mild to moderate bleeding. Published case reports and postmarketing data make it clear that severe or life-threatening bleeding can occur in a variety of clinical settings that require the implementation of urgent strategies aimed at antagonizing the anticoagulant effect of dabigatran.

Supportive care along with administration of various clotting factor replacement agents in the setting of life-threatening bleeding associated with dabigatran have yielded inconsistent results (23–26). Most cases involved patients with mild to moderate CKD or with initially normal kidney function but with AKI, resulting in impaired dabigatran clearance. Evidence for the use and effectiveness of the therapies that are discussed below is mostly based on studies in healthy volunteers or in experimental animals. Much uncertainty remains, so expert consultation from a hematologist or inpatient anticoagulation service should be obtained promptly in dabigatran-treated patients presenting with severe or life-threatening bleeding.

### Table 1. Trials comparing dabigatran with other anticoagulants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial (Reference)</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Dabigatran Dose</th>
<th>Comparison Drug</th>
<th>Major Efficacy Endpoints</th>
<th>Bleeding Complications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RE-LY (8)</td>
<td>n=18,113</td>
<td>Nonvalvular atrial fibrillation</td>
<td>110 or 150 mg twice daily</td>
<td>Warfarin</td>
<td>Similar with 110 mg, lower rates of stroke or systemic embolism with 150 mg VTE events and all-cause mortality not inferior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE-MODEL (9)</td>
<td>n=2,076</td>
<td>Total knee replacement</td>
<td>150 or 220 mg daily</td>
<td>Enoxaparin</td>
<td>Total VTE events and all-cause mortality not inferior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE-NOVATE (10)</td>
<td>n=3,494</td>
<td>Total hip replacement</td>
<td>150 or 220 mg daily</td>
<td>Enoxaparin</td>
<td>Total VTE events and all-cause mortality not inferior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE-NOVATE II (11)</td>
<td>n=2,055</td>
<td>Total hip replacement</td>
<td>220 mg daily</td>
<td>Enoxaparin</td>
<td>Total VTE events and all-cause mortality not inferior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE-MOBILIZE (12)</td>
<td>n=2,615</td>
<td>Total knee replacement</td>
<td>150 or 220 mg daily</td>
<td>Enoxaparin</td>
<td>Total VTE events and all-cause mortality not inferior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE-COVER (13)</td>
<td>n=2,564</td>
<td>Acute VTE</td>
<td>150 mg twice daily</td>
<td>Warfarin</td>
<td>Incidence of recurrent VTE, and death not inferior</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RE-LY, Randomized Evaluation of Long-Term Anticoagulation Therapy; VTE, venous thromboembolism.
Oral Activated Charcoal

In *in vitro* models, oral activated charcoal effectively adsorbs >99.9% of administered dabigatran, suggesting that gastric lavage with activated charcoal within 2 hours of drug ingestion is a reasonable initial treatment strategy in bleeding patients who have recently taken a dabigatran dose or in the setting of an overdose (20). No clinical data document effectiveness in clinical practice.

Fresh Frozen Plasma

Fresh frozen plasma (FFP) reduced the severity of intracranial hemorrhage in mice receiving high-dose dabigatran, although it did not reduce mortality (27). More importantly, no clinical trial evidence supports use of FFP in patients taking dabigatran. Case reports in general have indicated little or no effect of FFP in reversing thrombin generation measures or improving bleeding related to dabigatran (24). FFP is not recommended as a primary option for reversal of the anticoagulant effect of dabigatran by the American College of Chest Physicians (28).

Prothrombin Complex Concentrates

Prothrombin complex concentrates (PCCs) contain vitamin K–dependent coagulation factors as well as varying levels of proteins C and S. Two separate three-factor PCCs (containing factors II, IX, and X; Profilnine SD, Grifols Biologicals Inc., Los Angeles, CA, and Bebulin VH, Baxter Healthcare, Westlake Village, CA), are available in the United States. Efficacy data of various preparations of PCC are heterogeneous and conflicting. Animal models using mice and rabbits have shown that PCC can reduce bleeding complications (29,30). In case reports delineating its use in emergent bleeding situations, PCC is often used in conjunction with a variety of other clinical strategies, making it difficult to isolate the clinical effectiveness of PCC alone. A single randomized controlled trial in healthy volunteers showed that four-factor PCC (not currently available in the United States) had no effect on reversing clotting times or conventional coagulation assay abnormalities (31). Despite these findings, one of the currently available three-factor PCC formulations is recommended by the American College of Chest Physicians as a potential reversal agent for dabigatran-associated bleeding (28).

Activated PCCs

The activated form of PCC (commercially available as factor VIII inhibitor bypassing activity [FEIBA], Baxter Bioscience, Vienna, Austria) is a complex containing factors II, VII, IX, and X, which are activated during the manufacturing process (32). FEIBA has been shown in *in vitro* and other studies to correct thrombin generation measures in samples treated with dabigatran (33). This approach is promising, but only isolated case reports (34) demonstrate its clinical effectiveness in practice.

Recombinant Factor VII

Similar to PCC, recombinant activated factor VII (rFVIIa) has been used as an emergent treatment for dabigatran-associated bleeding (24,25). This potent procoagulant and hemostatic agent (NovoSeven, Novo Nordisk, Bagsvaerd, Denmark) acts by directly activating thrombin on the surface of platelets in the absence of tissue factor (20). Animal data have failed to show a reduction in dabigatran-associated bleeding in mice treated with rFVIIa (27,28); however, a healthy human volunteer study suggests that rFVIIa partially corrects clotting times and coagulation abnormalities (35). Given the lack of clinical trial data, it is uncertain whether rFVIIa has any clinical effectiveness in this setting; however, the American College of Chest Physicians recommends it as a potential reversal agent for dabigatran-associated bleeding (28).

Dabigatran-Specific Antibody Fragments

Finally, van Ryn and colleagues have presented preliminary findings regarding a novel antibody fragment (Fab) that potently binds dabigatran and inhibits its anticoagulant activity (36,37). Although still early in development, this may hold promise that a specific dabigatran antidote will be developed in the future.

Role of Dialytic Therapies

On the basis of dabigatran’s pharmacokinetic characteristics, hemodialysis should be effective in removing it from plasma. In cases of severe life-threatening bleeding, hemodialysis has been used as an efficient method of drug removal in patients with CKD, AKI, and normal kidney function. As with nondialytic therapies to reverse dabigatran’s effect, most of the evidence supporting the role of hemodialysis in dabigatran removal is based on healthy volunteers and animal studies.

In a small, open-label single center study, Stangier et al. (16) demonstrated that a 4-hour hemodialysis session removed an average of 62%–68% of an administered 50-mg oral dose in six patients with ESRD. A randomized, open-label study showed drug removal in the arterial and venous dialysis tubing at 2 and 4 hours during the treatment. It should be noted that the medication was administered at the start of the dialysis session and that the FDA-approved dosage of dabigatran is between 75 and 150 mg twice daily, higher than the administered study dosage.

Chang and colleagues argued that these clearance estimates are unreliable because they were not obtained during steady-state conditions (34). They reported that a 3-hour hemodialysis treatment using a high-flux dialyzer and blood flow of 350 ml/min in a patient with normal kidney function reduced the plasma concentration of dabigatran by about 10 ng/ml per hour, but there was rebound in dabigatran plasma levels from 29 ng/ml to 43 ng/ml 2 hours after the cessation of hemodialysis (34,38,39).

To address the issue of hemodialysis efficacy in the setting of therapeutic dabigatran doses at steady state, two separate industry-sponsored, open-label studies showed that hemodialysis eliminated 50%–60% of plasma dabigatran using 4-hour treatments with blood flow rates between 200 and 400 ml/min (40,41). The mean fraction cleared from plasma was 48.8% (range, 41%–58%) for a blood flow rate of 200 ml/min and 59.3% (range, 54%–65%) for a blood flow rate of 400 ml/min. Unlike the previous trial by Stangier et al. (38), which used a low, one-time dabigatran dose of 50 mg, these studies used a 3-day dosing protocol (day 1: 150 mg; day 2: 110 mg; day
3: 75 mg) to achieve a higher average drug concentration at steady state. Rebound developed after dialysis was discontinued, representing a 10% increase in plasma concentration.

An interesting, albeit not readily available, treatment modality examined in another industry-sponsored study demonstrated the efficacy of activated charcoal perfusion with hemodialysis for removal of dabigatran in a pig model. Using a variety of in vitro and other experiments, the authors showed that activated charcoal perfusion was effective but not superior to hemodialysis with blood flow rates of 300 ml/min or greater (42).

A participant in the RE-LY (Randomized Evaluation of Long-Term Anticoagulant Therapy) trial with stage III CKD who underwent cardiac surgery with therapeutic levels of dabigatran developed massive postoperative bleeding that required admission to the intensive care unit and infusion of coagulation factors, including three doses of rFVIIa (25). Although dabigatran was stopped 2 days before surgery, the postoperative dabigatran level was 95 ng/ml, a level shown in the trial to be consistent with actively taking the medication. Hemodialysis reduced the plasma dabigatran level from 76 ng/ml to 27 ng/ml after 6 hours of dialysis with a high-flux filter using a dialysate flow of 700 ml/min and an average blood flow of 320 ml/min. Preoperative hemodialysis has also been used to remove dabigatran before emergent cardiac transplantation surgery (43). The authors measured TT before and after dialysis as a qualitative marker of drug effect and found a reduction in TT from 90.6 seconds (4.5 times the upper limit of normal) to 60.2 seconds after 2.5 hours of dialysis at a blood flow rate of 500 ml/min and dialysate flow rate of 800 ml/h using an Optiflux F180 dialyzer.

A single case report describes the use of both continuous venovenous hemodialysis and continuous venovenous

Figure 2. | Suggested approach to patients with dabigatran-associated bleeding. aPCC, activated prothrombin complex concentrate; CRRT, continuous renal replacement therapy; HD, hemodialysis; PCC, prothrombin complex concentrate; rFVIIa, recombinant factor VIIa.
hemodiafiltration as part of an emergency treatment strategy for an elderly man with gastrointestinal bleeding (24). Plasma drug concentrations were not measured.

Taken together, these reports provide limited and rather low-quality evidence for a role of hemodialysis in addressing severe bleeding complications in patients with renal impairment taking dabigatran. Hemodialysis does remove dabigatran from the plasma at treatment times and blood flow rates that are routinely used in clinical practice. Because most of the case reports involve concurrent treatment with blood products, plasma, and clotting factor replacement, it becomes difficult to isolate or evaluate the role of hemodialysis in these situations. The presence of a small but potentially clinically significant rebound in plasma drug concentration after dialysis cessation suggests that an extended duration of hemodialysis may be of value, although this requires further study. The role of continuous replacement therapies is uncertain, and thus its use in patients who are hemodynamically stable and could tolerate hemodialysis should probably await studies of dabigatran removal with these treatment modalities. Of note, the issue of dialysis catheter placement in the setting of life-threatening coagulopathy should not be taken lightly. Because life-threatening bleeding situations require a multifaceted approach to treatment, the administration of PCC, activated PCC, or rFVIIa according to current recommendations should be strongly considered before placement of a dialysis catheter to avoid peri procedural bleeding and complications.

**Recommended Approach in the Patient with Renal Failure**

The American Society of Hematology and the American College of Chest Physicians have developed evidence-based clinical practice guidelines for the reversal of dabigatran-associated bleeding. According to their most recent guideline update, there is insufficient clinical experience to firmly guide the management of major bleeding, suspected overdose, urgently needed surgery, or urgent invasive diagnostic or therapeutic procedures in patients who are taking this new drug (31). The issue facing nephrologists will be consideration of use of hemodialysis or continuous renal replacement therapy in dabigatran-related severe or life-threatening bleeding. Consultation with a hematologist expert in use of clotting factors that might reverse the effect of dabigatran should precede initiation of dialysis. Any decision about dialysis should take into account the severity and nature of the bleeding, time since last dose, and level of kidney function, with recognition that the half-life of the drug is 25–30 hours in individuals with creatinine clearance <30 ml/min. There must also be individual consideration of the potential risks and benefits of placing a temporary hemodialysis catheter in an actively bleeding patient; the catheter should be placed with ultrasound guidance whenever possible and by an experienced operator. On the basis of available, albeit limited information, we would recommend hemodialysis over continuous renal replacement therapy unless the latter is indicated because of the hemodynamic status of the patient. Figure 2 outlines our suggested approach to the patient with dabigatran-associated bleeding.

**Conclusion**

Dabigatran therapy represents a positive advancement in oral anticoagulant therapy. However, its introduction into clinical practice has brought to light potentially serious complications in patients who develop or have underlying kidney disease. The inability to easily measure drug levels or predict the degree of anticoagulation with current assays, the lack of an effective antidote, and delayed drug excetration in patients with kidney disease make management of bleeding difficult. Drug discontinuation, various clotting factor administration, and, at times, hemodialysis are required to manage such patients and reduce or reverse bleeding complications.
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